
APLICATIONS

Beverage Manufacturer 

Application:

A large beverage manufacturer needed a way to monitor power 

consumption and temperature levels of vending machines as they go 

through a series of durability and standards testing. Then the monitoring 

devices needed to be reset easily for the next testing. 
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Solution:

An integrated system was installed using a MW100 for Data logging. 

Because of the Optional energy feature and the ability to reset all values 

using a communication command the PR300s were chosen to monitor 

current and KWH consumption



APLICATIONS

Computer Systems

Application:

A large financial company needed a way to asses the added expense of 

cooling cost to expanded computer data systems. Also to insure proper 

electrical power distribution to new systems.
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Solution:

a mobile cart was built using 2 PR300s and a Datum Y XL121. The cart was 

wired up with power being brought to the cart with a power cord. The data 

system servers were then plugged into outlet receptacles on the cart and 

the PR300s wired in between. Current and KWH consumption was recorded 

on the XL121’s Compact Flash Card the data is then loaded up to a 

computer and analyzed upon completion of testing



APLICATIONS

Land Fill Gas Generation

Application:

Land Fill, using excess gas as a fuel source to power a electric generator. 

Operations needed a way to document the amount of electricity generated, 

the amount used by local instruments and how much electricity being sold 

back to the utility.   
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Solution:

An integrated system was installed using a MW100 for Data logging. 2 

PR300s were used to monitor power being consumed by the local 

instruments and operations, power being generated by the electric 

generator and verifying being sold back to the utility, also to monitor power 

related problems (which are common at remote landfill sites).



APLICATIONS 

Automobile Manufacturing

Application: 
A large OEM parts supplier to the automotive industry needed to 
measure and quantify the electrical energy consumption and other 
utility costs for each assembly line so they can accurately assign these 
costs to each component.

Solution:
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Solution:
An integrated system was proposed using an MW100 for data logging, 
two PR 300 power meters for the electrical measurements and various 
other Yokogawa products to measure the utilities.
The PR300s measure a mix of single and three phase electrical loads 
on five separate panels. Each PR300 provides panel voltage, current 
and KWH consumption values to the MW100 using serial MODBUS 
RTU communications. This data is read by the MW100 and saved on 
Compact Flash card where it is read and analyzed daily.  


